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Abstract
Many stochastic models in economics and finance are described by distributions with
a lognormal body. Testing for a possible Pareto tail and estimating the parameters of
the Pareto distribution in these models is an important topic. Although the problem
has been extensively studied in the literature, most applications are characterized by
some weaknesses. We propose a method that exploits all the available information
by taking into account the data generating process of the whole population. After
estimating a lognormal–Pareto mixture with a known threshold via the EM algorithm,
we exploit this result to develop an unsupervised tail estimation approach based on
the maximization of the profile likelihood function. Monte Carlo experiments and two
empirical applications to the size of US metropolitan areas and of firms in an Italian
district confirm that the proposed method works well and outperforms two commonly
used techniques. Simulation results are available in an online supplementary appendix.

Keywords Mixture distributions · EM algorithm · Profile likelihood · Unsupervised
tail estimation

Mathematics Subject Classification 62H30 · 91B70 · 62P20 · 91-10

1 Introduction

The lognormal and the Pareto distribution are commonmodels for various phenomena
in nature and in the social sciences. Besides empirical evidence, there are strong
theoretical reasons supporting the use of these two distributions.

All the codes for simulating and estimating a lognormal–Pareto mixture using the methods developed in
this paper are available in the LNPar R package, available at https://github.com/marco-bee/LNPar.
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The lognormal distribution is often explained by the so-called Gibrat’s law. Many
growth processes result from the accumulation of a large number of small percentage
changes. Under fairly mild conditions, the sum of the logarithms of the changes is
closer to the normal than that of the summands, because of the central limit theorem.
Hence, on the original scale, the distribution of sizes is approximately lognormal
(Kleiber and Kotz 2003, Sect. 4.2).

On the other hand, the Pareto distribution, originally used as a model of income and
wealth, is the prototypical heavy-tailed distribution, and has found important applica-
tions for the estimation of rare event probabilities in hydrology and finance (Kleiber
and Kotz 2003, Chap. 3). Especially important is the fact that proportional random
growth yields a power-law tail, so that there are strong theoretical motivations that sup-
port the existence of power-laws in fields as diverse as size of cities and firms, financial
returns, volume of international trade and executive salaries; see Gabaix (2009). The
estimation of the shape parameter is of paramount importance, in particular for eco-
nomic applications (Reed 2001; Gabaix 2009). More generally, the Pareto distribution
plays a key role in Extreme Value Theory: see, e.g., Gomes and Guillou (2015).

The two cases sketched above are encompassed by a lognormal–Pareto mixture,
whose density is given by

f (x; θ) = π f1(x;μ, σ 2) + (1 − π) f2(x; xmin, α), (1)

where x ∈ R
+, θ = (π, μ, σ 2, xmin, α)′ ∈ �, � = [0, 1] × R × R

+ × R
+ ×

R
+, f1(x;μ, σ 2) is the probability density function (pdf) of a Logn(μ, σ 2) random

variable and f2(x; xmin, α) is the pdf of a Pareto(xmin, α) random variable. In terms
of sampling, each observation comes from a Logn(μ, σ 2) population (P1, say) with
probability π or from a Pareto(xmin, α) population (P2) with probability 1 − π . The
pure lognormal and pure Pareto case are obtainedwhenπ = 1 andπ = 0, respectively,
however the latter is typically ruled out a priori. Hence, the distribution is always
assumed to have a lognormal body. For statistical purposes, the observations available
are a random sample from (1). Recently, Benzidia and Lubrano (2020) have fitted (1)
in a Bayesian setup to study the distribution ofAmerican academicwages; a discussion
of (1) and of possible alternative models can be found in Klugman et al. (2004, Sect.
4.4.7) and Abdul Majid and Ibrahim (2021).

Most investigations in the literature focus on two related issues: using hypothesis
testing or goodness-of-fit techniques to discern whether the tail of the distribution
is lognormal or Pareto, and estimating the parameters of the latter. In applications,
Eeckhout (2004, 2009), Levy (2009), Malevergne et al. (2009), Rozenfeld et al.
(2011),Berry andOkulicz-Kozaryn (2012),Hsu (2012), Ioannides andSkouras (2013),
González-Val et al. (2015), Fazio and Modica (2015) and D’Acci (2019) deal with
city size distribution, whereas Axtell (2001), Di Giovanni et al. (2011), Tang (2015),
Bee et al. (2017) and Kondo et al. (2021) are concerned with firm size. In so doing,
the majority of these approaches do not take into account the distribution of the entire
population and employ only the observations in the tail, with a substantial loss of
information. Hence, they are based on the implicit assumption that, if there is a Pareto
tail above some threshold xmin representing the scale parameter of the Pareto distri-
bution, all the observations above xmin are Pareto distributed. However, whereas all
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the observations below xmin are lognormal, not all the observations above xmin are
Pareto, since the supports of the lognormal and Pareto distributions overlap.

In this paper we develop a framework that explicitly takes into account the
lognormal–Pareto mixture distribution of the population. In particular, our likelihood-
based procedure starts by assuming that xmin is known, and estimates the parameters
using the EM algorithm (Dempster et al. 1977). Then, this hypothesis is relaxed, and
estimation is performed by maximizing the profile likelihood function based on all the
observations.

The contribution of this work is twofold. From a statistical point of view, even
though (1) is a special case of the dynamic mixture introduced by Frigessi et al.
(2002), the properties of (1) are not studied in their paper. We carry out statistical
analysis of (1) and develop an estimation procedure based on the EM algorithm and
the maximization of the profile likelihood, which is different from the method used
by Frigessi et al. (2002). In addition, we propose a log-likelihood ratio (llr) test for
discriminating between lognormal and Pareto tail. Second, in practical applications,
we point out that the commonly used methods for detection and estimation of a Pareto
tail implicitly assume no overlap of the two distributions and do not use all the available
information. Accordingly, simulation experiments and real-data analyses suggest that
our method is preferable.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we detail the EM algorithm
for estimating the parameters, the profile likelihood approach employed when xmin is
unknown and the llr test for the null hypothesis of no Pareto tail. In Sect. 3 we discuss
the results of simulation experiments aimed at assessing the small-sample properties
of the estimators. In Sect. 4 we illustrate two applications to the size distribution of US
metropolitan areas and of firms in an Italian district. Conclusions and open problems
are discussed in Sect. 5. Simulation outcomes are available in an online supplementary
appendix.

2 Amixture-based approach

Likelihood-based estimation is different according to whether or not xmin is known.
We study the two cases in Sects. 2.2 and 2.3 respectively.

Let x = (x1, . . . , xn)′ be a random sample from a random variable X with density
(1). This distribution is related to the dynamic mixture of Frigessi et al. (2002), who
propose a model defined by the following pdf:

f (x) = 1 − p(x; θ) f1(x;β) + p(x; θ) f2(x; ξ, σ )

Z(θ ,β, ξ, σ )
, (2)

where f2 is the Generalized Pareto (GP) pdf and f1 is some other pdf. They show that
(2) can be rewritten as a pure two-population mixture model (Frigessi et al. 2002, p.
223). As for p(x; θ), they propose p(x; θ) = 1/2 + (1/π) arctan[(x − μ)/τ)], but
mention that it is also possible to use the Heaviside function (Frigessi et al. 2002, p.
222), whichwouldmake theirmodel identical to (1), provided the component densities
are the same.
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In the present paper, the use of a fixed mixing weight π instead of a function
depending on x is motivated by two main reasons. First, as outlined in Sect. 1, in
economic applications one usually fits (1) in order to choose between Gibrat’s law
and the power-law theories, which imply a pure lognormal or a pure Pareto tail,
respectively. In the latter case there is a threshold where the Pareto distribution starts,
whereas the general version of Frigessi et al. (2002) model, with the mixing weight
depending on x , does not have such a cut-off, and therefore never identifies a pure
power-law. In other words, the extra flexibility of the Frigessi et al. (2002) approach
does not match the theoretical properties of the models typically used in economic
and financial applications.

Second, Frigessi et al. (2002) point out that a possible disadvantage of (1) is the
discontinuity of the density at xmin . Indeed, most composite Pareto models in the
literature are constructed such that the resulting pdf is continuous or even smooth (see,
e.g., Scollnik 2007 or Abu Bakar et al. 2015, and the references therein). However,
the number of free parameters in (1) is reduced by one if the continuity condition
is enforced, and by two if a smooth pdf is desired, so that flexibility is reduced; see
Scollnik (2007) for details. Furthermore, even though a smooth pdf may be preferable
from a statistical point of view, in many applications, including the present setup,
there is no theoretical reason to assume a population with continuous and smooth
distribution. See Benzidia and Lubrano (2020) for a similar empirical application,
and Klugman et al. (2004, Sect. 4.4.7) for an explicit treatment of a discontinuous
composite model.

2.1 Background: the EM algorithm

MLEof finitemixture distributions is usually carried out bymeans of theEMalgorithm
(Dempster et al. 1977; McLachlan and Krishnan 2008). Let f (x; θ) and �(θ) be the
observed density and log-likelihood function respectively, with θ ∈ � a vector of
parameters. Let z be the missing data vector, and v = (x′, z′)′ be the complete data,
with density and complete log-likelihooddenoted by gc(v; θ) and �c(θ) respectively. In
amixture setup, themissing data are the indicator variables of populationmembership,
denoted by zi j = 1{xi∈Pj }, where 1A is the indicator function of the set A and Pj is
the j-th population. At the t-th iteration, the algorithm iterates two main steps.
E-step Compute the conditional expectation of �c(θ), given the current value of θ and
the observed sample x:

Q(θ; θ (t))
def= Eθ (t){�c(θ)|x}. (3)

M-stepMaximize, with respect to θ , the conditional expectation of �c(θ) provided by
the E-step:

θ (t+1) = argmaxθ Q(θ; θ (t)). (4)

The procedure is then repeated, i.e. (3) and (4) are recomputed using θ (t+1) in place
of θ (t) until some convergence criterion is met.
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The EM algorithm monotonically increases the observed likelihood at each iter-
ation; moreover, under regularity conditions (Wu 1983), it converges to a stationary
point and the estimators are asymptotically efficient.

The choice of starting values for the EM algorithm is a long-standing problem.
Even in the most studied case, i.e. normal mixture estimation, there is no optimal
technique (Biernacki et al. 2003; McLachlan and Krishnan 2008). As for our setup,
in the known-threshold case there are “obvious” choices for all parameters: assuming
that the observations are ordered in ascending order, let nlogn = #{xi : xi < xmin}
and nxmin = n − nlogn . Then we set

π(0) = nlogn/n; μ(0) = 1

nlogn

nlogn∑

i=1

log(xi );

ψ(0) = 1

nlogn

nlogn∑

i=1

log(xi )
2 − (μ(0))2; α(0) = nxmin∑n

i=nlogn+1 log(xi/xmin)
,

where ψ
def= σ 2. It is readily seen that these initial values are the MLEs under the

assumption of complete separation of the two populations. Clearly, this is in general
not true, but in most cases yields a good approximation of the true values. Since the
algorithmmay converge to a global or local maximizer, or to a saddle point, in practice
it is recommended to use different initializations and keep track of themaximized value
of the likelihood function (McLachlan and Krishnan 2008, Chap. 3). In the present
case, we know in advance that μ(0) ≤ μ and ψ(0) ≤ ψ , with equality only for
completely separated populations. Hence, in these two cases, different starting values
are always computed using positive random perturbations.

The unknown-threshold setup is more complicated. One possibility is to first guess
the approximate value of xmin , and then proceed as in the known-threshold case. If
the approximate value of xmin does not seem to be reliable, we use a large number of
random perturbations of the starting values. It will be shown in Sect. 2.2 that in the
present setup the likelihood function is well-behaved and has no singularities when
σ → 0. Hence, the main problem is likely to be the convergence to a local maximum.

The algorithm is usually stopped when either the difference of the log-likelihood
function values or the maximum absolute value in the vector of differences of the
parameter estimators in two consecutive iterations is smaller than some predefined
small tolerance. In this paper we use the latter approach (see Flury 1997, p. 267).

2.2 Known threshold

If we assume that xmin in (1) is known, the parameter vector isφ = (π, μ, σ 2, α)′ ∈ �,
� = [0, 1]×R×R

+ ×R
+. Given a random sample x1, . . . , xn from (1), the observed

and complete log-likelihood functions are respectively equal to

�(φ; x) =
n∑

i=1

log{π f1(xi ;μ, σ 2) + (1 − π) f2(xi ; xmin, α)},
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�c(φ; x, Z) =
n∑

i=1

{zi1 log[π f1(xi ;μ, σ 2)] + zi2 log[(1 − π) f2(xi ; xmin, α)]}, (5)

where the missing-data matrix Z is an n × 2 matrix whose (i, j)-th element zi j is
equal to 1 if the i-th observation belongs to the j-th population and zero otherwise
(i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, 2).

Unlike the typical mixture setup, here some of the zi j s are known, because the
observations smaller than xmin belong to the lognormal population: assuming x1 ≤
· · · ≤ xn , one has zi1 = 1 for i = 1, . . . , nlogn . In normal mixture analysis, this
framework is known as normal theory discrimination with partially classified data
(Flury 1997, Sect. 9.5).

In the current setup the E-step (3) amounts to computing the posterior probabilities
of the observations:

τ
(t)
i1 =

{
1 i = 1, . . . , nlogn,

Eφ(t) (zi1) = π f1(xi ;μ(t)),ψ(t))

π f1(xi ;μ(t)),ψ(t))+(1−π) f2(xi ;xmin ,α
(t))

, i = nlogn + 1, . . . , n,
,

τ
(t)
i2 = 1 − τ

(t)
i1 . (6)

The M-step for π is equal to the mean of the posterior probabilities (see, e.g., Tit-
terington et al. 1985, Sect. 4.3.2). As for the remaining parameters, we exploit the
complete data MLEs of the lognormal and of the Pareto distribution:

π(t) = 1

n

n∑

i=1

τ
(t)
i1 ; (7)

μ(t) = 1

nπ(t)

n∑

i=1

τ
(t)
i1 log(xi ); (8)

ψ(t) = 1

nπ(t)

n∑

i=1

τ
(t)
i1 log(xi )

2 − (μ(t))2; (9)

α(t) = n(1 − π(t))
∑n

i=nlogn+1 τ
(t)
i2 log(xi/xmin)

. (10)

We obtain the MLEs by iterating (6) to (10) until the stopping rule maxi=1,...,4 |φ̂i | <

10−10 is satisfied.
Starting values are computed as follows: p0 = nlogn/n, μ0 = ∑n

i=1 log xi/n,
ψ0 = var(log xi ) and α0 = nxmin/(

∑n
i=nlogn+1 log xi/xmin). Moreover, we double-

check the results with small random perturbations of the initial values.
Three two-dimensional representations of the observed log-likelihood (5) are dis-

played in Fig. 1. The contour plots are based on 1000 observations simulated from a
lognormal–Pareto mixture with π = 0.5,μ = 0, σ = 1, xmin = 5, α = 1.5. From left
to right, the likelihood is displayed as a function of (α, μ), (α, σ ), (σ, μ) respectively,
with the remaining parameters being kept fixed at their true values.
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Fig. 1 Two-dimensional representations of the observed log-likelihood as a function of (α, μ) (left), (α, σ )

(center), (σ, μ) (right)

Table 1 Log-density values and value of the log-likelihood in Example 1

σ log f (y1) log f (y2) log f (y3) log f (y4) log f (y5) �( y)

0.1 2.443 8.032 × 10−11 9.514 × 10−2 7.407 × 10−2 9.660 × 10−3 −31.947

0.05 4.887 4.453 × 10−41 9.514 × 10−2 7.407 × 10−2 9.660 × 10−3 −100.921

0.02 12.217 1.399 × 10−254 9.514 × 10−2 7.407 × 10−2 9.660 × 10−3 −591.613

0.01 24.434 0 9.514 × 10−2 7.407 × 10−2 9.660 × 10−3 −Inf

It is well known that the likelihood function of mixtures of normal distributions
with different variances is ridged with singularities, typically observed when the mean
of one component is equal to one observation and the variance of the component goes
to 0 (Flury 1997, p. 652). However, this is not the case for lognormal–Pareto mixtures,
as the following example shows.

Example 1 Five observations are sampled from the lognormal–Pareto mixture with
parameters π = 0.5 with π = 0.5, μ = 0, σ = 1, xmin = 5, α = 1.5. The log-
values are y = (−0.203, 0.482, 1.792, 1.892, 2.707)′. Table 1 displays the values of
the log-density at each data point when μ = −0.203, for various values of σ and the
remaining three parameters equal to their true values. The value of the log-likelihood
is shown as well.

Similarly to the normal mixture example in Flury (1997, p. 652), log f (y1)
σ→0→ ∞,

but this effect ismore than counterbalanced by the fact that log f (yi )
σ→0→ −∞, ∀yi �=
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y1, yi < xmin (only y2, in this case). Hence, except for pathological cases when
only one observation is smaller than the threshold, the log-likelihood function has no
singularities when σ → 0.

2.3 Unknown threshold

Relaxing the hypothesis of known threshold makes the estimation procedure more
complex: complete-data MLE can only be carried out if class membership is known,
but now class membership depends on xmin . In other words, splitting the observations
according to the amount of information they contain about the parameters is impos-
sible when xmin is unknown (Frigessi et al. 2002, p. 223). Hence, it is unfeasible to
incorporate the estimation of the additional parameter xmin in the EM algorithm.

However, one can still exploit the methodology of Sect. 2.2 and develop a con-
ditioning argument. This is the main motivation for the profile likelihood approach
presented in this section: since, given a fixed value of xmin , theMLEs of the remaining
parameters can be found as in Sect. 2.2, we use the EM algorithm to estimate (1) n
times, conditionally on xmin = xn , xmin = xn−1, . . . , xmin = x1. The function

g(xmin) : xmin → max
φ

�(φ; x), (11)

which maps xmin to the maximized log-likelihood (5), is called profile log-likelihood
function. Accordingly, the profile MLE of the threshold is the maximizer of (11):

x̂min = argmaxxmin=x1,...,xn g(xmin).

Having estimated the parameters, there is a Pareto tail if and only if π̂2
def= 1 − π̂

is larger than zero. Since π̂2 is the fitted fraction of Pareto observations, the estimated
number of Pareto observations is nπ̂2. Note that, in general, nπ̂2 < n̂xmin , and n̂xmin −
nπ̂2 is equal to #{xi : xi > x̂min, xi ∈ P1}, the number of lognormal observations
larger than the estimated threshold. The estimate x̂min only allows us to identify the
observations that, according to the fitted distribution, are certainly not Pareto, since
the observations xi : xi ≤ xmin belong to the lognormal population with probability
1.

The EM-based estimation method outlined above can in principle be extended
to the case of K > 2 populations, possibly with different component densities. The
process is likely to become computationallymore demanding, because of the increased
number of parameters. Even though this issue may be theoretically and numerically
interesting, we leave it open to further investigations, since mixtures with more than
two components are not relevant for most practical applications in economics and
finance.
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2.4 Testing for a Pareto tail

Since we use maximum likelihood for estimation, a test of the hypothesis H0 : π = 1,
which corresponds to the “no Pareto tail” case, can be constructed by means of the llr
method. In a mixture setup, the classical llr asymptotic theory breaks down (Self and
Liang 1987); hence it is necessary to find the null distribution via simulation. This is
not difficult, but computationally expensive for large sample size. A pseudo-code is
as follows:

1. Given data x, compute �̂0
def= max �0(μ, σ 2; x) and �̂

def= max �(θ; x), where
�0(μ, σ 2; x) is the lognormal log-likelihood (i.e., the log-likelihood under the
null hypothesis), and �(θ; x) is the log-likelihood corresponding to (1). Compute
tobs = −2 log(�̂0/�̂).

2. Sample (xs1, . . . , x
s
n)

′ under the null hypothesis, i.e. from the Logn(μ̂obs, σ̂
2
obs)

distribution, where μ̂obs and σ̂ 2
obs are the lognormal MLEs based on the observed

data. Use (xs1, . . . , x
s
n)

′ to compute tsim = −2 log(�̂s0/�̂
s).

3. Repeat steps 1-2 a large number of times B and let tsim = (tsim,1, . . . , tsim,B)′.
The p-value is p = #{tsim,i : tsim,i > tobs}/B, i = 1, . . . , B.

3 Simulation experiments

3.1 Known threshold

We first perform Monte Carlo experiments aimed at assessing the performance of the
EM algorithm for various sample sizes when xmin is assumed to be known. Hence,
we calculate the bias and mean-squared-error (MSE) of the MLEs of π , α, μ and σ 2.
A description of the procedure is given below.

1. For i = 1 . . . , B, simulate n observations from (1) and estimate the parameters
π , α, μ and σ 2 by means of the EM algorithm (see Sect. 2.2);

2. Compute the bias and MSE of the B estimates of π , α, μ and σ 2 obtained at Step
1.

We use B = 500 and sample sizes n = 100, 200, 500, 1000, 10 000. We repeat the
preceding steps for 6 different parameter configurations, with μ = 0, σ 2 = 1 and the
remaining parameters reported below:

1. π = 0.9, α = 1; 2. π = 0.95, α = 1; 3. π = 0.9, α = 1.5;
4. π = 0.95, α = 1.5; 5. π = 0.9, α = 2; 6. π = 0.95, α = 2.

In all cases the starting values are computed as described at the end of Sect. 2.2. Small
changes of the initial values have produced the same results. All the plots are reported
in the online supplementary material.

The absolute bias and theMSE of the parameters are displayed in Figs. A.1 and A.2
respectively, with axes on logarithmic scale. Bothmeasures are larger for α̂ than for the
remaining parameters, especially when the sample size is small. This is not surprising,
since the true value of π is close to 1, and hence only few observations are sampled
from the Pareto distribution: for example, when n = 50 and π = 0.95, the average
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number of observations sampled from the Pareto distribution is n(1 − π) = 2.5. As
an additional information, not seen in Fig. A.1 since it shows the absolute value, we
point out that the bias of α̂ is always positive. The MSE of each parameter in Fig. A.2
decreases approximately linearly on logarithmic scale. Similarly to the bias, the MSE
is larger for α̂ than for π̂ , μ̂ and σ̂ 2.

3.2 Unknown threshold

In this setup,we assess the presence of a Pareto tail using two other approaches, namely
the Uniformly Most Powerful Unbiased (UMPU) test of Malevergne et al. (2009) and
the Clauset et al. (2009) method.

The UMPU test for the null hypothesis of exponentiality against the alternative
of truncated normality is given by the clipped sample coefficient of variation c̄ =
min{1, σ̂ /μ̂} (Del Castillo and Puig 1999), where μ̂ and σ̂ are the estimated parameters
of the truncated normal. Assuming x1 ≤ · · · ≤ xn , the test is recursively performed on
sets A1 = {xn}, A2 = {xn, xn−1}, …, Ar = {xn, xn−1, . . . , xn−r+1}, …The estimate
is x̂min = xr̂ , where r̂ , the rank of the estimated threshold, is such that H0 is accepted
for Ar̂ and rejected for Ar̂+1. The estimate of α is the Pareto MLE based on the
observations larger than x̂min :

α̂ = n̂xmin∑n
i=nlogn+1 log(xi/x̂min)

, (12)

where n̂xmin = n− n̂logn . This test is computationally simple and theoretically appeal-
ing, but is designed for truncated distributions. Hence, when an untruncated sample
is available and the data-generating process is (1), it does not exploit all the available
information.

Clauset et al. (2009) (CSN) propose a method based on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
(KS) distance. The estimated xmin is the value that minimizes the KS distance D =
maxx≥xmin |Fn(x)−FP (x)| between the empirical (Fn) and the Pareto (FP ) cumulative
distribution functions. Analogously to the UMPU method, the scaling parameter α is
estimated via maximum likelihood using (12) and all the observations larger than the
estimated threshold.

All the results are based on the following simulation experiment.

(a) Simulate x1, . . . , xn from (1).
(b) Set xmin = x1, estimate φ via the EM algorithm and compute the corresponding

maximized log-likelihood �(φ̂; x).
(c) Repeat step (b) with xmin = x2, . . . , xmin = xn .
(d) Set x̂min = argmaxxmin=x1,...,xn g(xmin), where g is given by (11); estimate π , μ,

σ 2 and α via the EM algorithm with xmin = x̂min .
(e) Estimate xmin and α via the UMPU and CSN methods.

In addition to the six setups considered in the known-threshold case in Sect. 3.1, we
include four frameworks, numbered 7–10, with true values of parameters motivated
by the estimates in the empirical application presented in Sect. 4 below:
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7-10. π = 0.5, μ = 12, σ 2 = 0.12, α ∈ {0.8, 1, 1.5, 2}, xmin = 260 000.

As for UMPU, we use a 1% significance level. Unreported simulations at larger sig-
nificance levels yield worse outcomes.

For setups 1–6, Figs. A.3 and A.4 respectively show the absolute value of the bias
and the MSE of x̂min , whereas Figs. A.5 and A.6 display the same quantities for α̂.
All the graphs are on doubly logarithmic scale.

As concerns the estimation of xmin , Figs. A.3 and A.4 clearly show that the per-
formance of the mixture-based method proposed in this paper (MIX from now on) is
considerably better than UMPU and CSN both in terms of bias and of MSE. This is
true for all sample sizes, but more evident when n ≥ 5000. As for the estimation of α

(see Figs. A.5 and A.6), the outcomes are similar: both the absolute bias and the MSE
of α̂ estimated via MIX are better when the sample size increases, but MIX is the best
method also for small sample sizes.

The graphs for setups 7–10, displayed in Figs. A.7–A.10, are similar to Figs. A.3–
A.6: MIX is always better for xmin , and in most cases for α, with the exception of the
smallest sample sizes when α ≤ 1.

In comparative terms, UMPU and CSN have a better performance when the sample
size is small. Why is this the case? They use all the observations larger than x̂min for
estimating α: although many of these observations are lognormal, they may contribute
to decreasing the bias and MSE of the estimates with respect to MIX, whose estimate
of α is mostly based on a much smaller number of Pareto observations with τi2 close
to 1. Of course, the effect of the lognormal observations on the UMPU and CSN
estimators cannot be rigorously assessed and is only advantageous in the special case
with large π and small n, so that it disappears as soon as the sample size becomes
moderately large. This remark is supported by our Monte Carlo results: as the sample
size increases, the MSE of α̂ decreases more quickly when π is smaller: compare,
e.g., the two panels in the bottom line of Fig. A.6 and the last panel of Fig. A.10.

Finally, Figs. A.11–A.18 display the bias and MSE of the estimators of π , μ, σ 2

and α when xmin is known (π̂K , μ̂K , σ̂ 2
K and α̂K ) and when it is unknown (π̂U , μ̂U , σ̂ 2

U
and α̂U ). In terms of bias, the outcomes ar similar: only the absolute value of the bias
of α̂ is slightly smaller in the known-threshold setup. On the other hand, the difference
of the MSEs is related to the sample size: when n < 1000, the MSE is smaller for
all parameters in the known-threshold case, when n ≥ 5000 the MSEs are essentially
identical. The difference between the two cases when n ≤ 1000 is larger for α̂ than
for the remaining estimators.

4 Empirical analysis

4.1 USmetropolitan areas

In this application we consider the 2019 population estimate of the 415 US metropoli-
tan areas computed by the US Census Bureau.1 As mentioned in Sect. 1, for data of

1 www.census.gov/data/datasets/time-series/demo/popest/2010s-total-metro-and-micro-statistical-
areas.html.
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Table 2 Estimated parameter values and number of Pareto observations using the MIX, UMPU and CSN
approach

MIX UMPU 1% CSN

π̂ 0.5167 – –

(0.0787) – –

[0.3810, 0.6846] – –

μ̂ 13.2602 – –

(0.1080) – –

[13.0783, 13.4735] – –

σ̂ 2 1.5743 – –

(0.1741) – –

[1.2205, 1.9034] – –

α̂ 1.1207 1.1869 0.7036

(0.2950) (0.4172) (0.2307)

[0.8814, 1.9234] [0.9628, 2.6631] [0.6590, 1.7145]

x̂min 96765 1346045 99386

(986) (752639) (388340)

[95153, 99525] [428854, 4691217] [92039, 1934317]

n̂ P 214 64 389

(32.67) (25.18) (90.42)

[131, 257] [22.5, 163.5] [54, 397]

r̂ 395 64 389

(4.10) (25.18) (90.42)

[390, 406] [22.5, 163.5] [54, 397]

Standard errors are in parentheses, 95% confidence intervals are in brackets

this kind there is a large body of literature trying to identify whether the lognormal
distribution is the true model for all observations or there is a Pareto tail. In particular,
the size distribution of the US metropolitan areas has been investigated by Gabaix
and Ibragimov (2011). Hence, there are valid theoretical reasons supporting (1) as a
model for the data. On the empirical side, we have carried out an Anderson-Darling
test of the null hypothesis that the estimated mixture (see the values of the parameters
in Table 2 below) and the observed data are not significantly different. The test yields
a value AD = 0.484, with p value equal to 0.763. The data are displayed in Fig. 2
along with the fitted lognormal–Pareto mixture and an estimated kernel density.

The results obtained with the MIX, UMPU and CSN approaches are shown in
Table 2. For each parameter, the three rows display the point estimate, the standard
errors (in parentheses) and the 95% confidence intervals (in brackets); standard errors
and confidence intervals have been computed via non-parametric bootstrap with 500
replications. Recall that the estimated number of Pareto observations n̂ P is given by
nπ̂2 for MIX and by x̂min for UMPU and CSN.

The estimates related to the Pareto distribution, i.e. α̂, x̂min and n̂ P , are quite
different in the three cases. α̂MI X is similar to α̂UMPU , but the confidence interval is
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Fig. 2 Histogram of the 2019 population estimate of the 415 US metropolitan areas, fitted lognormal–
Pareto mixture (MIX) and estimated kernel density (KD). The numerical values of the mixture parameters
are displayed in Table 2

shorter; x̂ M I X
min is comparable to x̂CS

min , but it is worth noting that x̂ M I X
min is much more

stable than both x̂UMPU
min and x̂CS

min . As a consequence, r̂
M I X is very close to r̂CS , but

the latter has a larger variance. Moreover, n̂CS
P is much larger, which is implausible

since the two distributions considerably overlap: note that r̂ M I X − n̂M I X
P = 181,

i.e., according to the MIX approach, there are 181 lognormal observations above the
estimated threshold.

The test of H0 : π = 1 with B = 500 bootstrap replications2 clearly rejects the
null hypothesis: the test statistics is equal to 102.11, with p value equal to 0.

For comparison purposes, we have also employed four models based on classical
size distributions such as the lognormal, the gamma, the Weibull and the General-
ized Beta distribution of the second kind (GB2). For estimation, we have used the
fitdistr command of the R MASS package for the first two distributions, the
dglm command of the R dglm package for the gamma and the mlfit.gb2 com-
mand of the R GB2 package for the GB2. The QQ-plots of the observed data versus
data simulated from the estimated distributions are shown in Figs. B.1–B.4 in the
online supplementary appendix. None of the distributions yields a good fit: the first
three models underestimate the tail of the distribution and the last one overestimates
it.

Moreover, we have fitted a two-population lognormal mixture XMLN and a two-
population Pareto mixture XMP . The densities are respectively given by

fXMLN (x) = π fLN1(x;μ1, σ
2
1 ) + (1 − π) fLN2(x;μ2, σ

2
2 ),

2 The test has been carried outwith B ∈ {300, 400, 500, 600, 700}: according to basic descriptivemeasures,
for B ≥ 400 the null distribution shows very little changes. In applications, it is advisable to choose a
sufficiently large B by performing such an analysis on a case-by-case basis.
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fXMP = π fP1(x; xmin, α1) + (1 − π) fP2(x; xmin, α2). (13)

Estimation of the lognormalmixture is straightforward, since the logarithmof a sample
from (13) follows a normal mixture with the same parameters, which can be estimated
by a standard application of the EM algorithm.

The Paretomixture can also be fitted via the EM algorithm, provided xmin is known.
To save space, we omit the details here. However, our estimation experiments with the
data at hand, with xmin set to different values, have always returned estimates of α1
and α2 identical up to the 5-th decimal digit, i.e. essentially a single Pareto distribu-
tion. Hence, empirical evidence suggests that a Pareto mixture is not an appropriate
distribution for these data.

Figure 3 shows the QQ-plots of the observed data versus data simulated from
the estimated lognormal–Pareto mixture (top) and the lognormal mixture (bottom).
According to the plots, the former yields a better fit.

4.2 Firm size

The dataset studied in this section contains the number of employees in year 2016
in all the firms of the Trento district in Northern Italy.3 An histogram representation
along with the fitted lognormal–Pareto mixture and an estimated kernel density is
shown in Fig. 4. The total number of observations is n = 183. It is worth noting that
the histogram suggests a discontinuity between 4500 and 5000, which is correctly
estimated the MIX method (x̂min = 4717, see Table 3).

By means of the same analysis of the previous section we obtain the estimated
parameters displayed in Table 3.

The fit of the lognormal–Pareto mixture is very good, since the Anderson-Darling
test that the estimated mixture and the observed data are not significantly different is
equal to 0.164, with p-value equal to 0.997. On the other hand, standard deviations
and confidence intervals in Table 3 falsely suggest that MIX is the worst approach.
However, the correct interpretation is that it identifies a shorter Pareto tail and a smaller
number of Pareto observations with respect to UMPU and CSN. Consequently, the
standard errors related to the estimators of the Pareto parameters are larger. Moreover,
the standard error of x̂ M I X

min is large since x̂ M I X
min is much larger than x̂UMPU

min and x̂CS
min ,

and the largest observations are scattered over a wide range.
The llr test of H0 : π = 1 is equal to 13.98, with corresponding p value, obtained

with B = 500 bootstrap replications, equal to 0.176. Hence, we cannot reject H0 at
the usual significance levels.

Since, according to the test, a Pareto component should not be included in the
model, we have found another explanation for the instability of the Pareto estimators
in Table 3.

3 https://dati.trentino.it/dataset/addetti-in-imprese-attive.
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Fig. 3 QQ-plots of the observed data versus data simulated from the lognormal–Pareto mixture (top) and
the lognormal mixture (bottom)

5 Conclusions

Unsupervisedmaximumlikelihoodestimationof a lognormal–Paretomixture provides
the investigator with a reliable estimate of the tail of the distribution. Simulation
evidence and real-data analyses suggest that this method outperforms two commonly
used approaches to the problem.
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Fig. 4 Number of employees in all the firms in the Trento district in 2016, fitted lognormal–Pareto mixture
(MIX) and estimated kernel density (KD)

Table 3 Estimated parameter values and number of Pareto observations using the MIX, UMPU and CSN
approach

MIX UMPU 1% CSN

π̂ 0.9200 – –

(0.0787) – –

[0.7273, 0.9845] – –

μ̂ 5.6704 – –

(0.1080) – –

[5.4013, 5.9969] – –

σ̂ 2 1.8449 – –

(0.1741) – –

[1.5465 2.5003] – –

α̂ 0.9478 0.7229 0.6500

(0.3668) (0.2896) (0.1179)

[0.3350 2.3985] [0.5791, 1.6688] [0.5400, 1.0050]

x̂min 4717 778 250

(9300.22) (1810.3) (216.74)

[19, 47703] [136, 6076] [130, 1104]

n̂ P 15 53 105

(32.67) (40.83) (22.46)

[2, 50] [14, 142] [44, 139]

r̂ 17 53 105

(59.2092) (40.83) (22.46)

[2,178] [14, 142] [44, 139]

Standard errors are in parentheses, 95% confidence intervals are in brackets
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In most setups, the lognormal–Pareto mixture has a substantial theoretical support,
but it is important to check that empirical evidence also supports this model as an
appropriate distribution for the data. If goodness-of-fit tests reveal that the true data-
generating process is different from (1), the model for all data is likely to be a mixture
with the same structure as (1), with the lognormal replaced by some other density. In
this case, it is not difficult to modify the EM algorithm to estimate the parameters of
such a distribution, as long as one knows how to compute complete-dataMLEs. Unless
the available sample is truncated, a mixture-based model, possibly with a different
distribution for the body, is likely to be a more sensible approach with respect to the
commonly used techniques.

Various topics remain open to future research. On the theoretical side, themodel can
be extended by considering a K -populationmixturewith K > 2.On the computational
side, the llr test of the hypothesis H0 : π = 1 requires Monte Carlo simulation to find
the null distribution. Since this task gets computationally heavier as the sample size
increases, easing this burden is an issue that requires further investigation.

Two more issues are worth noting. First, it would be interesting to compare the
performance of our likelihood-based method and of the Bayesian approach developed
by Benzidia and Lubrano (2020). Second, our testing procedure in Sect. 2.4 is based
on parametric bootstrap. As pointed out by Hall and Horowitz (2013), non-parametric
bootstrap is more robust with respect to model misspecification, albeit at the price
of increased computational complexity. Further work on the use of non-parametric
bootstrap is needed to shed light on the strengths and weaknesses of this choice.

Supplementary Information The online version contains supplementary material available at https://doi.
org/10.1007/s11634-022-00497-4.
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